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Abstract. The paper deals with the method proposed for radar interception area analysis,
which can be utilized in routine applications. Paper presents formulas derivation for the
evaluation of estimated parameters of targets located within radar interception area, which is
utilizable for practical radar comparison. Proposed method is demonstrated with example of
two particular made-up radar data.
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1.

Introduction
During radar technology acquisition processes or operational-tactical calculations not

rarely occurs the need of such parameters information likewise target detection probability
within radar interception area for different than “standard” circumstances. Meanwhile it
appears, that some given characteristics of different provenance radars are incomparable, one
may have the need for objective technical parameters comparison and judgment. For example it
is necessary to score two radars, in which firs has given following parameters:
-

maximum target detection range R1=400 km;

-

target radar cross section σ1=2m2;

-

true interception probability Pd1=0,5;

-

false alarm probability Pf1=10-8.

Second radar has given following parameters:
-

maximum target detection range R2=250 km;

-

target radar cross section σ2=1m2;

-

true interception probability Pd2=0,9;

-

false alarm probability Pf2=10-6.

Moreover one may need to determine the target detection range or true interception
probability for the target with different than given radar cross section (RCS). We are
interesting also in true target interception on arbitrary target position within radar interception
area of the same radar.

2.

Target range detection
Target range detection is expressed in radar equation, that may have various forms [1],

[3], [4], [7]. Let us assume the radar equation in form
q
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where q represents receiver output SNR,
Pv transmitter output power [W],
G antenna gain,
λ wavelength [m],
σ target RCS [m2],
F receiver noise figure,
k Boltzman constant 1,38.10-23 [J/K],
T0 absolute temperature [K],
B receiver bandwidth [Hz],
R target detection range [m],
L losses in radiolocation channel (signal propagation and processing) [1], [3], [4].
The equation (1) implies receiver output SNR change in dependence on target range
detection change and target RCS change respectively. The opposite way is to calculate
maximum target detection range if all other parameters are known.

Theoretical radar interception area is limited space surrounding radar position, where
every point inside allows the target detection with given characteristics – interception
probability and false alarm for particular target RCS.
The value of received signal power scattered from the target, resp. receiver output
SNR, determines the true target interception probability Pd and false alarm probability Pf [1],
[3], [2], [4]. Probabilities Pd and Pf for particular target depend on detection range and RCS.
It is known from the radiolocation theory [2], that if the reflection plane slowly
fluctuates and the reflected signal amplitude and phase is unknown and if we also assume that
reflected signal amplitude is of Rayileigh distribution and phase is of uniform distribution, then
between target detection probability and false alarm probability at the given SNR exist relation
expressed with formula
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2.1 Target detection probability calculation
Let us assume that radar is monitoring two different targets at distances R1 and R2 with
RCS σ1 and σ2. The SNR relevant to targets can be from equation (1) expressed
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Putting in relation equations (3) and (4) one may receive
q1 R24  1
.

q2 R14  2

(5)

Using equation (2) can be expressed values of q1 a q2 which refer to expected
probabilities of target detections: Pd1 and Pf1 for the target 1 and Pd2 a ndPf2 for the target 2.
Putting together with equation (2) will get formula
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Based on (6) for given radar one may express formula for expected second target
detection probability Pd2 at the distance R2 with respect to RCS σ2 and false alarm probability Pf2
. Precondition for that solution is, that the target detection probability Pd1 at the distance R1
with respect to RCS σ1 and false alarm probability Pf1 for the first target is known. In that
manner the target detection probability Pd2 is expressed as follows
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Thus between parameters R, σ, Pd and Pf of each radar exists relation expressible from
(7). This relation is within assumed assumptions good enough for one to another radar indirect
comparison. Resulting function plot with parameters selected above as Pf dependence of R are
on Fig. 1a and Fig. 2a and related theoretical interception area on Fig. 1b and Fig. 2b
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Fig. 1a. Graph plot (7) of Pf2 as the function of R2
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Fig. 1b. Theoretical interception area for the target No.1 and target No.2 and the same
radar 1

One of the resulting conclusions from the calculated results presented at the Fig. 1a.
and Fig. 1b, is that radar 1 is capable to guarantee target detection with probability Pd = 0,85
taking in account second radar target parameters (i.e. Pf2 = 10-6, σ2 = 1 m2 and R2 = 250 km
given for radar 2.
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Fig. 2a.
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Fig. 2b.

Theoretical interception area for the target No.1 and target No.2 and the
same radar

From the calculations presented at the Fig. 2a. and Fig. 2b., similarly to previous
conclusion, results findings are that radar 2 (taking in account first radar target parameters
Pf 1  10 8 , σ1 = 2 m2 and R1 = 400 km) is capable to guarantee target detection with

probability Pd1 = 0,6.

2.2 Target detection probability approximation
In the next step we may choose another approach for the investigated problem analysis.
From the equation (2) we may express SNR receiver outputs of the signals q1 and q2
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The values of q1 and q2 should meet expected detection probabilities for first target
(Pd1, Pf1) and for second target (Pd2, Pf2). After substitution (8) and (9) into (3) and (4) the rate
lnPf1/lnPf2 can be formulated as follows
ln Pf 1
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From the practical reasons usual expected SNR at the receiver output is

q1  1 and

q 2  1,

(11)

and if we also assume
Pf 1  Pf 2  const ,

(12)

in the equation (10) we may leave “1” inside parentheses. After reformulation we get
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From (13) we finally may get target detection probability Pd2 at the distance R2 and
RCS σ2 with respect to given Pd1, R1 a σ1
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The same result for Pd2 using different derivation method is presented in [5] with
assumption, that the target signal has the same above given distribution.

3.

Target range detection calculation
From (6) we can express the target range detection R2 with respect to RCS σ2, target

detection probability Pd2 and false alarm probability Pf2 with given parameters R1, σ1, Pd1 and Pf1
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The plot of the (15) as the R function of Pd with above given other parameters is on
Fig. 3a. and 4a. and corresponding interception areas on Fig. 3b. and 4b.
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Fig. 3b. Theoretical interception area for the target No.1 and target No.2 .and the same
radar 1

The resulting conclusions from the calculated example results presented at the Fig. 3a.
and Fig. 3b, is that radar 1 is capable to guarantee target detection at the distance R2 = 225 km
with probability Pd2 = 0,9 taking in account second radar target parameters Pf2 = 10-6, σ2 =
1m2 and given for radar 2.
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Fig. 4a. Graph plot (15) as the R1 function of Pd1
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Fig. 4b. Theoretical interception area for the target No.2 and target No.1 and the same
radar 2
Similarly the example result presented at the Fig. 4a. and Fig. 4b., is resulting into
finding, that radar 2 with the first radar target parameters Pd1 = 0,5, Pf1 = 10-8 and σ1 = 2m2 is
capable to guarantee target detection at the distance R1 = 445 km.
Resulting output for the area of interception changes from (15) is that in case of false
alarm change from the value Pf = 10-6 onto Pf = 10-8 causes radar range cut down by 7% only.
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